We investigate a detector scheme designed to measure the arrival of a particle at x = 0 during a finite time interval. The detector consists of a two state system which undergoes a transition from one state to the other when the particle crosses x = 0, and possesses the realistic feature that it is effectively irreversible as a result of being coupled to a large environment. The probabilities for crossing or not crossing x = 0 thereby derived coincide with earlier phenomenologically proposed expressions involving a complex potential. The probabilities are compared with similar previously proposed expressions involving sums over paths and the decoherent histories approach.
INTRODUCTION
An enduring class of questions in non-relativistic quantum theory are those that involve time in a non-trivial way [1, 2, 3] . Of these, the question of tunneling time is perhaps the most important [4, 5] . But some of the basic issues are most simply seen through the question, what is the probability that a particle enters a region of space for the first time during a given time interval? What makes this sort of problem interesting is that standard quantum mechanics seems to handle it with some difficulty and there is does not appear to be a unique answer -classically equivalent methods of assigning the arrival time can differ at the quantum level.
One of the key sources of difficulty with defining arrival times in quantum theory is that they involve specification of positions at two moments of time: to state that the particle enters a given spatial region at time t means that it is outside the region immediately before t and inside it immediately after t. Since positions at different moments of time do not commute, we do not expect to be able to associate a single hermitian operator with the arrival time. Of course, many different methods of defining arrival time then naturally suggest themselves, but, like the question of specifying phase space locations in quantum mechanics, they are not all equivalent.
To be specific, in this paper we consider the following question: Suppose we have an initial state with support only in x > 0. Then what is the probability that the particle enters the region x < 0 at any time during the time interal [0, τ ]?
A number of previous papers have addressed this particular problem using path integrals [6, 7, 8] . The amplitudes for crossing and not crossing x = 0 are obtained by summing over paths which either always enter or never enter x < 0, and probabilities are then obtained by squaring amplitudes in the normal way. However, due to interference be-tween paths, the resultant probabilities do not add up to 1, so cannot be regarded as true probabilities. A way past this difficulty was explored in Ref. [9] . There, the point particle system was coupled to a thermal environment to induce decoherence of different paths in configuration space, and the correct probability sum rules were restored. Although this approach produced mathematically viable candidates for the probabilities of crossing and not crossing, they depend to some degree on the environment, and it is by no means clear how the results are related to a particular detection scheme. It is therefore of interest to compare with models involving a particular detector scheme.
Let us therefore introduce a model detector which is coupled to the particle in the region x < 0, and such that it undergoes a transition when the coupling is switched on. Such an approach has certainly been considered before (see, e.g., Ref. [3] ). The particle could, for example, be coupled to a simple two-level system that flips from one level to the other when the particle is detected. One of the difficulites of model detectors, however, is that if they are modeled by unitary quantum mechanics, the possibility of the reverse transition exists. Because quantum mechanics is fundamentally reversible, the detector could of its own accord return to the undetected state, even when the particle has interacted with it.
To get around this difficulty, we appeal to the fact that realistic detectors have a very large number of degrees of freedom, and are therefore effectively irreversible. They are designed so that there is an overwhelming large probability for them to make a transition in one direction rather than its reverse.
In this paper, we introduce a simple model detector that has this property. Rather than discuss an explicit model for the detector environment, we use the Lindblad theory of open systems to model the detector dynamics [10] . We find that the probabilities for entering the spacetime region obtained in this way have the appearance of probabilities obtained from solving a Schrödinger equation with an imaginary contribution to the potential. We thus find justification of previously used phenomenological approaches. The probabilities obtained are also readily compared with the results of the path integral approaches, and the comparison sheds some light on the shortcomings of the latter.
This work was originally motivated by the desire to understand how the results of Ref. [9] , involving the decoherent histories approach, might be related to a detector scheme.
The detector model explored here is, however, of interest in its own right in connection with other approaches to the arrival times, and its description, in Section II, may be read independently of the comparison with the decoherent histories approach in Section III.
THE DETECTOR MODEL
Our detector is a two-level system, with levels |1 and |0 , representing the states of no detection and detection, respectively. We suppose that it is coupled to a free particle via a coupling proportional to θ(−x), so the detector makes a transition from |1 to |0 when the particle is in x < 0, and remains in |1 otherwise.
As stated, however, we need to ensure that the dynamics of the detector is essentially irreversible. This may be achieved by coupling the two-level system to a large environment, such as a bath of photons. Fortunately, it is not necessary to model this coupling to an environment in detail. For the moment ignore the coupling to the particle. Then it is wellknown that, after tracing out the environment, and in the approximation that the evolution is Markovian, the reduced density operator ρ d of the detector must evolve according to a master equation of the Lindblad forṁ
This is the most general Markovian evolution equation preserving the postivity, hermiticity and trace of ρ d . The operators L m model the effects of the environment and H d is the detector Hamiltonian [10] .
A commonly considered case is that of a two-level atom coupled to a radiation field in equilibrium at temperature T , in which case there are two Lindblad operators, proportional to a and a † , respectively, where
However, we want our system to strongly prefer transitions in one direction. The most useful choice is therefore to take a zero temperature bath, in which case there is a single Lindblad operator L = γ 1 2 a, and the master equation iṡ
For simplicity we have taken H d = 0. It is easy to show that every initial state tends to the state |0 0| on a timescale γ −1 .
Eq.(2.3) describes the dynamics of the detector coupled to the environment, and caused by the environment to collapse into the state |0 0|. Now consider coupling it to the particle. Let us suppose that the underlying Hamiltonian of the three-component system is
where the first three terms are the Hamiltonians of the particle, detector and environment respectively, and H dE is the interaction Hamiltonian of the detector and its environment.
V (x) is a potential concentrated in x < 0 (and we will eventually make the simplest choice,
, but for the moment we keep it more general). The important feature is that the interaction between the detector and its environment, causing the detector to undergo a transition, is switched on only when the particle is in x < 0. The inclusion of a term depending on x in the detector environment coupling will affect the form of the master equation (2.3) only by multiplying the Lindblad operators by V (x). Introducing the reduced density operator ρ of the combined particle detector system (with the environment traced out), its master equation is thereforė
Eq.(2.5) is the sought after description of a particle coupled to a detector in the region
x < 0. When the initial state of the detector is chosen to be |1 1|, it undergoes an irreversible transition to the state |0 0| if the particle enters x < 0, and remains in its initial state otherwise. (A detection scheme of this type was previously considered in
Ref. [11, 12] , although the resultant expressions for arrival time probability given below were not derived).
Eq.(2.5) is easily solved by writing
We suppose that the particle starts out in an initial state |Ψ 0 , hence the above equations are to be solved subject to the initial condition,
The probability that the detector does not register is .12) and the probability that it registers is
(where the trace is over the particle Hilbert space). Clearly p nd + p d = 1, since Trρ = 1.
Note that the probability for no detection includes an integral over x < 0 and ρ 11 (x, x, τ )
is not necessarily zero for x < 0. There is therefore the possibility that the particle could enter the region x < 0 without the detector registering the fact. This is however, to be expected of a realistic detector -there is some probability that it will fail to do what it is supposed to do. The probability of this happening is typically small, and indeed, computation of this probability provides a useful check on the efficiency of the detector (although below we will check detector efficienty in a different way).
The formal solution to Eq.(2.7) for ρ 11 may be written
What is particularly interesting about this expression is that it can be factored into a pure state. Let ρ 11 = |Ψ Ψ|. Then, noting that ρ 11 (0) = |Ψ 0 Ψ 0 |, Eq.(2.14) is equivalent to
The probability for no detection is then
The pure state (2.15) evolves according to a Schrödinger equation with an imaginary contribution to the potential, − 1 2 ihγV . Complex potentials have been used previously in this context, as phenomenological devices, to imitate absorbing boundary conditions (see, for example Refs. [1, 13, 14] ). Here, the appearance of a complex potential is derived from the master equation of a particle coupled to an irreversible detector, which in turn may be derived from the unitary dynamics of the combined particle-detector-environment system.
Eq.(2.10) for ρ 00 may be formally solved to yield
(recalling that ρ 00 (0) = 0). Inserting the solution for ρ 11 (t ′ ), the probability for detection may be written,
where Ψ(x, t) is the wave function (2.15) . The expression for the probability for detection has an appealing form: it is the integral of |Ψ(x, t)| 2 over the space-time region of interest.
It is crucially important, however, that the wave function satisfies not the usual Schrödinger equation, but one with an imaginary contribution to the potential modeling the detector.
It is useful to write the probabilities for detection and no detection in the form,
where
The first of these expressions follows from (2.19) from the properties of the trace, and using the fact that V 2 = V .
Ω andΩ are clearly not projection operators, although their properties are close to those of projectors. They are both positive operators and Ω +Ω = 1. The latter follows by integrating the identity
Moreover, these operators clearly have the desired localization properties on histories of particle positions, as will be seen most clearly in the path integral expression of the next section. We do not expect to be able to associate a true projection operator with the arrival time, but here we have found a POVM, which is the next best thing. It would clearly be of interest to see whether there is, in some sense, an optimal POVM associated with the arrival time. Finally, we consider the issue of the efficiency of the detector. A simple way to do this is to introduce a second detector identical to the first and located in the region x > 0.
Since the entire x-axis is now monitored, the probability that neither detector registers during the time interval is then a measure of the degree to which the detector will fail.
With two detectors in place, the master equation now is,
where b † , b are the raising and lowering operators for the detector in x > 0. This equation is solved like (2.5), (2.6) , by writing
We are interested only in the probability that neither detector registers, so we omit the explicit form of the other terms in (2.24) . It is readily shown thaṫ
The probability of no detection is Trρ nd , and from (2.25), it clearly decays like e −γt . Hence the detector functions efficiently if the total time duration τ is much greater than γ −1 .
PATH INTEGRALS AND DECOHERENT HISTORIES
The expressions we have derived for detection and no detection bear a close resemblance to previously derived path integral expressions for the probabilities of entering or not entering the region x < 0, so we now carry out a comparison.
For simplicity let the initial and final points lie in x > 0. The amplitude for remaining restricted to the region x > 0 is
where the sum is over all paths in x > 0. The amplitude for crossing x = 0 at some time in the interval [0, τ ] is
where the sum is over paths that spend some time in x < 0. Clearly g r + g c = g, where g denotes the unrestricted propagator, given by a sum over all paths. The crossing amplitude is more usefully written in terms of the path decomposition expansion (PDX), in which the paths summed over are broken into two parts: restricted propagation in region x > 0 from
x 0 at time 0, hitting x = 0 for the first time at t ′ , followed by unrestricted propagation from x = 0 at time t ′ to x f at time τ . It may be shown that this leads to the formula,
The restricted propagator g r vanishes on x = 0, but its derivative is non-zero [15, 16] .
The probabilities for crossing and not crossing x = 0 are then obtained from these propagators, by attaching an initial state, squaring the amplitudes, and then summing over final positions in the usual way. However, as stated, the resultant probabilities for crossing and not crossing computed in this way do not sum to 1, because of interference between the different types of paths.
This feature may be equivalently expressed in terms of the decoherence functional of the decoherent histories approach to quantum theory [17] . For the problem considere here, it is defined by
where ρ 0 is the initial state. The label α denotes the two classes of paths summed over:
paths that remain restricted to x > 0 (denoted r), and paths that cross x = 0 at some time (denoted c). In terms of the decoherence functional, the probabilities for crossing and not crossing p c and p r , are given by the decoherence functional with α = α ′ = c or α = α ′ = r, respectively. The requirement that p c + p r = 1 is equivalent to the requirement that ReD(α, α ′ ) = 0 for α = α ′ . Intuitively, the decoherence functional measures the intereference between different classes of histories, so the above requirement is the condition of no interference. In this simple model, it is achieved only for very special initial states [6] .
In Ref. [9] , a commonly used method of destroying interference in this model was studied. This is to couple the particle to a heat bath (the quantum Brownian motion model) [18] . After tracing out the heat bath, the decoherence functional takes the form,
Here, D = 2M γkT /h 2 , where T is the temperature of the bath and γ the dissipation.
We are working for simplicity in the limit of high temperature and negligible dissipation.
Since D is typically large for macroscopic values of the parameters, the contribution from widely differing pairs of paths x(t), y(t) is strongly suppressed, so D(α, α ′ ) ≈ 0 for α = α ′ .
Hence probabilities may now be assigned.
The classical limit of this model is the classical Brownian particle, not the free particle, although the stochastic effects are small for sufficiently large mass. Not surprisingly, the resultant probabilities for crossing or not crossing (given by the diagonal elements of (3.5)) are then essentially the same as the classical Brownian motion case, but with the phase space probability distribution replaced with the Wigner function [9] . (Even in the classical Brownian motion case, however, the arrival time distribution is difficult to calculate [19] .
All of the above is described in more detail in Refs. [6, 9] . Here, we add to Ref. [9] the observation that the probabilities obtained from (3.5) may be interpreted in terms of continuous quantum measurement theory. Consider the probability for remaining in x > 0.
From (3.5) it is given by
Following Ref. [20] , we make the observation that the last exponential may be deconvolved:
Hence, assuming a pure initial state, the probability (3.6) may be written,
In these integrals,x(t) is integrated over an infinite range, but x(t) and y(t) are integrated only over the positive real line. This restriction is quite difficult to implement in practice [9] . However, because of the exponential factors, negative values ofx(t) are strongly suppressed, so we may take is range to be over positive values only, with exponentially small error. Furthermore, having done this we may then (for technical simplicity) allow the range of x(t) and y(t) to be over the entire real line, again with exponentially small error. Therefore, we have that
This may finally we written,
Ψx
Written in this way the probability has a natural interpretation in terms of continuous measurement. Eq.(3.11) is the wave function for a system undergoing continuous measurement of its position along a trajectoryx(t) to within a precision proportional to D − 1 2 .
The probability for any such trajectory is Ψx|Ψx , hence the probability to remain in the region x > 0 is obtained by integrating overx(t) > 0. The probability (3.10) is therefore approximately the same as the continuous measurement theory result.
Now we compare with the measurement model of the previous section. The probabilities computed here for detection or no detection in the region x < 0 automatically sum to 1. The probability for no detection may computed from (2.15) . The evolution operator that appears there may be written in path integral form,
The sum is over all paths x(t) connecting x 0 at time 0 to x f at time τ . But it is clear that the potential V (x) suppresses contributions from paths that enter x < 0. Split the paths summed over into the two classes r and c, as above. (For simplicity, we take
x 0 > 0, x f > 0). Noting that V = 0 in x > 0, the path integral becomes,
Comparing with Eq.(3.1), we see that (3.5) differs from it by the presence of the second term. In the second term, every path in the sum has a section lying in the region x < 0 and an exponential suppression factor will come into play. g nd and g r exactly coincide in the limit γ→∞ (although the probabilities are then not very interesting [6] ).
A closer comparison may be made between (3.12) and the result obtained from decoherent histories (3.10), (3.11) . Eq.(3.11) is the amplitude for any path, which is squared to give a probability, then the probability is summed over positivex(t) to give p r . Suppose, however, we did things in a different order. Suppose that before squaring, we sum the amplitude (3.11) over positivex(t). This is the amplitude to find the path in the region
The second factor strongly suppresses paths entering x < 0 but not otherwise. It is therefore closely analagous to (3.4) .
Hence the difference between the probabilities defined by the detector (3.4) and those defined by decoherence as a result of coupling to an environment (3.11) is the difference between summing amplitudes and squaring, versus squaring and then summing, respectively. In the decoherent histories approach, the coupling to the environment produces an effective measurement of the system that is much finer-grained than is required for the arrival time problem. In this sense it is much cruder than the more precisely defined detector model, since it destroys far more interferences than it really needs to in order to define the arrival time.
Consider now the probability for detection is given by (2.18) . The evolution operator appearing there is clearly closely related to the path decomposition expansion (3.3).
Eq.(2.18) consists of evolution from 0 to t ′ which is concentrated in x > 0. The V (x) factor then forces the paths to cross to x < 0, and the remaining evolution is unrestricted unitary evolution. (The apperance of the derivative term in (3.3) , in comparison to (2.18) , is not immediately obvious, but the connection between these two expressions can be most clearly seen in the operator form of the PDX given in Ref. [16] ).
Part of the difference between (2.18) and the probability obtained by squaring (3.3) is the same as the difference between g nd and g r above. The more significant difference however, is that the square of (3.3) contains two integrals over the first crossing time, whereas (2.18) contains just one. That is, in (3. 3) the amplitude is summed over time, whereas in (2.18) it is the probability.
This difference will suppressed in the decoherent histores expression for p c , Eq.(3.5), with α = α ′ = c. There, because contributions from very different paths are very small, the two paths x(t), y(t) will be constrained to cross at approximately the same time. Hence a potential two integrals over first crossing time will collapse down to one.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a detector model for the measurement of arrival time in quantum theory. It possesses the realistic feature of being effectively irreversible. The results of the scheme connect very nicely with previous approaches involving a postulated complex potential to imitate the effects of a detector.
The detector model was compared with previous approaches involving the decoherent histories approach to quantum theory. The decoherent histories result was developed somewhat beyond the results presented in Ref. [9] in order to make the comparison. We saw that both approaches could be expressed very readily in terms of path integrals, which makes their heuristic comparison very straightforward.
Of course, it is of interest to compare these results with attempts to construct a time operator, but the comparison is not as obvious and was not attempted here.
